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Bum vents for the cushion of an air bag module.

I An impraved device for controiling the rata at

which gas is exhausted from an air bag cushion
(12) which is used in passenger vehides. A
novel gas vent is incorporated into the material
from wlilch the air bag is made. The vent com-
prises a dynamic vent (28) that Is impenmeable
to gas below a critical temperature and is per-

meable to gas above a critical temperature. The
dynamic vent provides additional venting of gas
during a high impact coliision or when a larger

than average occupant impacts onto the air bag
cushion.
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This Invention relates generally to Inflatable-type

nKxlular occupant restraint systenrts for passenger

vehicles or, as they are more commonly kn wn, air

bag restraint systems. Such a system may be instai*

led In an autom bile or other vehicle, at least in part

on the steering wheel or adjacent to the driver for the

protection of the driver and also in the dashboard or

adjacent to an occupant for passenger protection in

the event of a collision. More particularly, this Inven-

tlon relates to an Improved means for controlling the

dlschai^e rate ofgas from an air bag cushion and for

preventing the over-pressurlzation of the air bag

cushion.

Air Img restraint systems for restraining the

movement of occupants of a motor vehicle during a
coinslon have long been known. The air bag restraint

system is located In dose proximity to the occupants

and nornr^lly Is in an uninflated conditton. In the event

of a crash, however, the air bag Is inflated in approx-

imately 20 to 40 milliseconds by a gas produced by

the burning of a gas generant material In a gas gen*

erator or, as it is more commonly known, an inflator.

The gas generant is ignited by an initiator. The pres^

sure of combustion gases resulting from the rapid

burning of the gas generant material causes gas to

rush Into the bag to effect a rapid rata of inflation

thereof. The gas generated by the inflator Is filtered

by a filter unit internal to the inflator.

An air bag cushton, which Is normally made from

a material that may t>e substantially impermeable to

the flow of gas, typically is provkjed in part thereof

with at least one vent port which serves as an outlet

for gas contained within the air bag cushion. Alterna>

tively, the air bag cushion may be provided in part

thereofwith a permeable fabric whk^h functions as an

outlet for gas contained within the cushton. The vent

port or permeable fabric for typical operating condi-

tions relieves excess pressure from within the air bag

cushion to prevent the cushion from bursting and to

prevent recoil of an occupant who impacts onto an

overpressurized air bag cushion. When the gas gen-

erating material is moro reactive due to storage at a

high temperature; I.e., storage in a vehicle on a bright

sunlit day, when the vehicle is involved in a high-

energy collision , orwhen an extremely large occupant

Is present the vent means may not afford adequate

pressure relief for the air bag cushion. It Is preferable

to provide a secondary pressure relief route to acconv

modato the release of increased gas pressure in a

controlled manner from the air bag cushton.

Solutions to this problem have been accomplish-

ed by using rupturabie patches, seams or the like

which break and open an exhaust vent to relieve ex-

cess pressure fronrrwithin the air bag cushion. Such

solutions are disclosed in Talcada, U.S. Patent No.

4,805,g30; Okada et al.. U.S. Patent No. 4,097.065;

NakaJIma et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,016,913; and Carey

et al.. U.S. Patent No. 3,527,475.

As disclosed by Takada, stitehed seams between
fabrk: elements of an air bag cushion induce localized

distension wh n the air bag cushion is xposed to ex-

cess pr ssure. The air bag cushion pens up along

5 the seams causing th film coating of the envelope

fabric to rupture along the seams. This allows gas to

escape and maintain a substantially constant overall

maximum pressure, regardless ofvariation in ambient

temperature.

10 In Okada, the air bag gas vent is covered with a

gas-permeable ctoth which is provided with at least

one dart When the dart teara, it provkles a bulge-out

portion to relieve pressure within the air bag cushkMi

to prevent the cushton from bureting.

f5 Heat-shrink material which partially blocks a gas

vent is dlsctosed kiy Nakajima. The shrink-wrap

shrinks to increase the area for the passage of gas

from the air bag cushion when gas Is introduced into

the air bag cushk>n from the inflator.

20 A patch covering a gas vent is disclosed in Carey.

The patoh Is made from material which has less

strength than the material from whksh the air bag

cushton is made. The patch is attached to the cushion

with adhesive or similar means. When the air bag

25 cushion is overpressurized, the patch ruptures along

the periphery of the gas vent fbm^ng a flap which

moves to permit gas to exhaustfrom the air bag cush-

k>n.

An object of this invention is to provide a second-

30 ary pressure relief means for an air bag cushion.

Another object of this inventksn is to provide a

section of the air bag cushton whtoh wilt give way
graduallywhen exposed to higher temperature gases

to open a vent in the air bag cushion in a step-by-step

35 manner.

Another object of this inventton is to provide a

vent the forming of which Is delayed until the air bag

cushton is deployed in a posltbn to accept the impact

from an occupant of the vehicle.

40 Another object of this Invention is to provide a gas

exhaust means which is suk>stantia]ly Impermeable to

gas under normal air bag cushion deployment condi-

tions, but which gas exhaust means can be made per-

meable to gas under high pressure conditions while

45 not degrading the overall integrity of the air k>ag cush-

ion.

These and other objectives of the Inventnn,

which will become apparent from the following de-

scriptton. have been achieved by a novel safety air

50 bag cushton for use in passenger vehicles, which air

t>ag cushion is provkied with at least one dynamto

vent which forms a variable porosity zone. Adynamic

vent can cover a discrete vent or the dynamic vent

may be formed Into the material of the air bag cushk)n.

55 The latter may be continuous to and may be formed

from the same piece of material as the air bag cush-

k>n. The dynamic vent is slightly permeable to the

generated gas in the air bag cushton below a critk^al

2
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pressure. The dynamic vent opens at a pressure

abov th critical pressure by the increased f!ow f

gas through the dynamic v nt resulting In th melting

of the fatsric from which the dynamic vent Is made.
The air bag cushion for use with this invention is

Inflated by a gas under pressure provided from an in-

flator. The air bag cushion comprises a foldaUe body

comprising a first portion, a second portion, and a

third portion. The air bag cushion first portion is dis-

posed opposite an occupant of the vehicle when the

air bag cushion is inflated. The first portion Is made
of a doth that Is substantially Impermeable to gas.

The second portion Is attached to the first portion and

tenninates in a third portion which defines a gas inlet

opening of the air bag cushion. The dynamic vent is

formed bito the ftibric of the air bag cushion second

portion.

The dynamic yentcan be made by forming micro-

pores into the fabric of the air bag cushion second

portion. Also, the dynamic vent can be formed into

fabric which is used to cover an existing discrete venL

The micropores may be cut into the fabric with a laser

or needle punch. Also, the dynamic vent can be cre-

ated by special weaving of the ftibria

With this description of the invention, a detailed

description follows with reference being made to the

accompanying figures of drawing which form part of

the specification, in which Glee parts are designated

by the same reference numbers, and of which:

Fig. 1 is a side plan view illustrating a typical driv-

er side air bag cushion in a deployed condition;

Fig. 2 Is a back plan view showing the bacic por-

tion of the air bag cushion including a dynamic

vent;

Fig. 2a is an enlarged view taken from section 2a

of Fig. 2 illustrating the difference between the

fabric of the air bag cushksn and the fabric of the

dynamic vent and showing one form of micro-

pores;

Fig. 3 Is a cross-sectional view taken ak>ng line

3-3 of Fig. 2 illustrating micropores;

Fig. 4 is a top plan view ifiustrating a dynamicvent

formed by a three-over-one weave;

Fig. 5 is a fragmented view of an air t>ag cushion

having a dynamic vent which has burned through

iilustrating the venting feature of this invention:

Fig. 6 Is a top view of a dynomc vent in covering

relation to a discrete vent, which Is referred to as

a covered vent; and

Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view taken along line

7*7 of Fig. 6 Illustrating a dynamic vent in cover-

ing relation to a discrete vent

As best seen In Fig. 1 , an air bag cushion module

is shown generafly at 10 with an automotive arr bag

cushion 12 in a deployed condition. The air bag cush-

ion 12 includes a first portion 14, a second portion 16.

and a third portion 18 defining a gas Inlet opening 20

(as shown in Rg. 2) that is provided for receiving a gas

for inflati n of the air bag cushion 12 provided by an

inflator 22. As shown in Fig. 2, th second portion 16

f the air bag cushion 12 compris s a fabric portion

24 with a gas inlet opening 20 provided generally in

5 the central region of th second portion 16 and may
include at least one discrete vent port 26 located ra-

dially outward of the gas inletopening 20. The second

portion 16 also contains at least one dynamic vent28

formed into the fabric or covering a discrete vent port

10 26 (as shown in Figs. 6 and 7} of the air bag cushion

second portton 16 with a dynamic vent patch 30 at-

tached to the air bag cushion second portion 16 by

stitch 32.

The dynamic vent 28 comprises a section of fab-

15 ric within the fabric ofthe air bag cushion second por-

tion 16 whtoh is slightly permeable to generated gas

at normal operating pressures. By slightly permeable

Is meant herein, a fabric having a porosity of from

about 200 to about 500 cfm/ft^ at a pressure of one-

20 half inch of water. At a critical pressure which is at>ove

normal operating pressures, the flow of generated

gas through the dynamic vent 28 at normal operating

temperatures results In the melting and/or burning of

the fabric of the dynamic vent28 causing the dynamic

25 vent 28 to open as shown in Rg. 5. The melting ofthe

fabric of the dynamic vent 28 can be accomplished by

reducing the strength or increasing the porosity of the

dynamic vent 28 thereby making the fabric suscept-

ible to degradation by melting.

30 The strength of the fabricfrom which the dynamic

vent 28 Is made can be reduced by creating micro-

holes or micropores 34 In the fabric, as shown in Fig.

3. Micropores 34 are used to make Impermeable fat>-

ric slightly permeable In localized areas, by adjusting

35 micropore 34 size and spacing. The presence of the

micropores 34 makes the fabric of the dynamic vent

28 more susceptible to degradatbn by high tempera-

ture gases such that the dynamic vent 28 will burn

through when exposed to generated gas at pressures

40 above critical pressures. The burned through dynam-

ic vent 28 shown in Fig. 5 provides additk>nal exhaust

vents through which the generated gas can exit the

air bag cushion 12, thus relieving pressure fromwithin

the air bag cushion 12.

45 Micropores 34 can be formed in the fabric of the

air bag cushion second portion 16 by using a number
of manufacturing techniques known in the textile In-

dustry. For example, but not limited to, the micro-

pores 34 can be formed in the fabric by laser energy.

50 A laser is used to place a number of micropores 34 in

the fabric Also, micropores 34 can be fonmed in the

fabric from whk:h the dynamic vent 28 is made by

means of a needle punch. The micropores 34 fonmed

by laseror needle punch are such thatthefat)ricisstlll

55 substantiatly impenneable as defined herein.

Further, the strength of the fabric from which the

dynamic vent 28 is made can be reduced by speclal-

tzed weaving of the material from which the air t>ag

3
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cushion 12 b made. For xample, fabric Is normally

woven by a first thread passing ov r a second thread,

and perpendicular to th second thread, then under a

third thread, over a fourth thread, and so on. This is

referred to herein as an one-over-one weave. The
one-over-one weave would normally provide the

strongest material. To weaken the fat>ric slightly a dif-

ferentweave may be used. For example, as shown in

Fig. 4, a thread (hereinafter "first thread") 36 n>ay be

passed over three adjacent threads (hereinafter "sec-

ond threads 38 ") perpendicular to the second threads

38, then under the next three treads, then over the

sut>sequent three threads, and so on. This one-over-

three weave produces a weaker fabric. Should the

first thread 36 break or burn through, the second

threads 38 would be free to move from side to side

thus forming gaps through which gas could pass

thereby increasing the burning rate of adjacent

threads. Aone-over-three weave Is presented herein

as an example. However, otherweave patterns such

as. but not limited to. a one-over-two weave, a one-

over-fbur weave, a two-over-three weave, or a two-

over-four weave may be used.

To aid In the burn through of the first threads 36

a thread thinner than that used for the second thread

38 can be used. In addition, a less heat resistantfabric

can be used as the first thread 36. For example, the

first thread 36 may be formed from Nylon 6, glass, vi-

nyl coated fiberglass, or polyester, while the second

thread 38 may be formed from Nylon 66.

Alternath^ely, the strength of the fatMic in the area

defined by the dynamk: vent 28 may be reduced by

decreasing the number of threads per inch relative to

the overall air bag cushion 12. For example, but not

limited to. while the air K>ag cushion 12 is normally

formed from fabric having 50 threads per inch, the

fabric of the dynamic vent 28 could be formed by fat>-

ric having 40 threads per inch. This would reduce the

strength of the dynamic vent 28 by 20% compared to

the fabric of the overal) ar bag cushion 12. Also, thin-

nerthread could be used to form the fabric fromwhich

the dynamto vent 28 is made.
The dynamicvent 28 formed Into the fabric of the

air bag cushion second portion 16 or as a dynamic

vent patch 30 in covering relation to a discrete vent

26. as shown in Figs. 6 and 7, may be formed by any

of the aforementioned rT>ethods.

It is believed that gas at normal operating temper-

atures and pressures at>ove the critical pressure will

result in a gas flow which will cause the threads 40,

as shown in Fig. 2a, of the fabric from which the dy-

namic vent 28 is made to mett and disintegrate. As
threads40 disintegrate, the voiumetrlcflow rate ofthe

gas through the dynamic vent 28 increases further

thereby causing disintegration of nK>re threads 40.

This cycle continues until the dynamic vent 28 has

burned through as shown in Fig. 5.

The dynamic vent of this invention can be used

with any air bag cushton 12 known In the art either a

driver side air bag cushion 12 r a passenger sid air

bag cushion. The air bag cushi n may be mad from

glass, fiberglass, nylon 66, nylon 6, vinyl coated fiber-

5 glass, or p lyester. The dynamic vent 28 should be lo-

cated in dose proximity to the air bag cushion third

portion 18. preferably no more than one-third of the

distance along the air bag cushton second portion 18

between the third portton 18 and the section of the

10 maximum radius 42, as shown in Fig. 1 , ofthe air bag

cushion 12 occurs. More preferably, the dynamic vent

28 should be located no more than one-fourth of the

distance aJong the air bag cushion second portion 16

between the third portion 18 and the section of max-

15 imum radius 42, If the dynamfc vent 28 is located in

close proximity (from about 2 inches to about 6 in-

ches) to the gas inlet opening 20 the dynamic vent 28

should be designed such that itdoes not burn through

before the air bag cushion 12 is fully deployed, i.e.,

20 from about 40 to about 70 milliseconds after the col-

lision of the vehicle with another object A!so, In driver

side applications the dynamic vent should t>e placed

on that section of the air bag cushion second portion

16 located between the instrument panel and the

25 steering wheel In order to avoid possible injury to the

driver due to exhaust gases.

The dynamicvent28 ofthis inventton can be used

with any inflater 22 known in the art The inflator 22
can t>e any of a number of known constructtons, ir>-

30 eluding the construction illustrated in U.S. Patent No.

4.296.084 to Schneiter, which patent is assigned to

the assignee of the present invention.

The automotive air bag cushion 12 with the dy*

namic vent 28 of this invention may be stored in the

35 steering wheel or adjacent to the driver for the protec-

tion of the driver, and also in the dashboard, the pas-

senger side Instrument panel, or adjacent to the pas-

senger for passenger protectk»n in the event of a col-

lision. A signal from a crash sensor triggers the gen-

40 eratton of gas by the Inflator 22. Nonmally, as pres-

sure builds within the expanding air bag a portion of

the gas is exhausted through the vent holes ofthe air

bag. As the collision proceeds, an occupant of the ve-

hicle impacts onto the air bag cushion, resulting in ad-

46 ditional gas being discharged through exhaust vents.

When the air bag module 10 has been stored at ele-

vated temperatures the gas generated by the gas

generant exits the inflator 22 at a slightly higher tem-

perature. The increased temperature of the gas in

50 combination with the Increased pressure forces gas

through the normal exhaust vents and through the

fabric ofthe dynamic vent 28. The fabric of the dynann-

ic vent 28 is designed to burn through under these

conditions. As the fabric ofthe dynamicvent 28 iHJrns

55 through, the flow rate of the higher temperature gas

accelerates the degrade tk>n of the fabric In the vari-

able porosity zone. As the degradation of the fabric is

completed, an addltk>nai vent or vents are formed to

4
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exhaustgas from the air bag cushion 12, thus permit-

ting the pressure within the air bag cushion 12 to be

reduced.

Similarly, during a high-energy collision the Im-

pact of an occupant against the air bag cushion 12

caused heated gas to be forced through the fabric of

the dynamic vent 28, thereby initiating the burn-

through process. In a process similar that discussed

In the preceding paragraph, the fabric of the dynamic

vent 28 burns through thus creating addition^ ex-

haustvents in the air bag cushion 12 to relieve excess

pressure within the air bag cushion 12.

Thus, in accordance with the invention, there has

been provided a secondary pressure relief nrieans for

an air bag cushion. There has also been provided a
section of tlie air bag cushion which will give way
gradually when exposed to higher temperature gases

to open a vent in the air bag cushion in a step-by-step

manner. There has also been provided a gas exhaust

means which is sut>stantially impermeable to gas un-

der normal air bag cushion deployment conditions,

but which exhaust means can be made permeable to

gas under high pressure conditions while not degrad-

ing the overall Integrity ofthe air bag cushion.

Claims

1 . A safety air bag cushion assembly for use In pas-

senger vehides, of the type in which an air bag

is Inflated by the flow of a hot gas under pressure

provided from an inflator, said air bag cushion

comprising:

afofdable t>ody ofsaid air twg cushion (12)

having a first portion (14), which Is disposed op-

posite an occupant of the vehicle when said air

bag cushion is inflated, said first portion being

made ofa doth substantially Impermeable to gas,

a second portion (16) attached to said first por-

tion, said second portion terminating in a third

portion (18) defining a gas inlet opening (20) for

said air bag cushion, wherein said first, second

and third portions are made of fabric;

at least one vent (26) formed into said sec-

ond portion of said air bag cushion;

st least a dynamic vent (28) in covering re-

lation to said vent ofsecond portion, wherein said

dynamic vent is made of a fabric which is slightly

permeable to the generated gas at a pressure be-

low a critical pressure and wherein said dynamic

vent is opened by the flow of hot gas through said

dynamic vent causing the fabric of the dynamic

vent to melt; and
a vehide air bag cushion canister having

an Inside and an outside induding a wall defining

a cavity for an Inflator (22) and at least part of a

folded Inflatable occupant restraint cushion, said

wall further defining an opening to said cavity in

aid container, said Inflator being actuable to

generate a gas under a pressure in said cavity,

wh rein said air bag cushion Is inflated by saM
generated gas.

5

2. A safety air bag cushion assembly for use in pas-

senger vehides, of the type in which an air bag

Is Inflated by the flow ofa hot gas under pressure

provided from an Inflator, said air bag cushion

10 comprising:

a fddable body of said air bag cushion (1 2}

having a first portion (14) which is disposed op-

posite an occupant of the vehide when said air

bag cushion is inflated, said first portion being

IS made of a doth su bstantlally impermeable to gas,

and a second portion (16) attached to said first

portion, said second portion terminating in a third

portion (18) defining a gas inlet opening (20) for

said air bag cushion;

20 at least a dynamic vent (28) formed in said

material of second portion, said dynamic vent be-

ing continuous to and formed from the same
piece of material as said air bag cushion second

portion;

25 a vehide air bag cushion canister having

an Inside and an outside induding a wrall defining

a cavity for an Inflator (22) and at least part of a

folded inflatable occupant restraint cushion, said

wall further defining an opening to said cavity in

30 said canister, said inflator being actuable to gen-

erate a gas under a pressure in said cavity,

wherein said air bag cushion is inflated by said

gas of varying temperature; and

wherein said dynamic vent Is slightly per-

35 meabte to the generated gas at a pressure below

a critical pressure and wherein said dynamic vent

is opened by the flow of hot gas through said dy-

namic vent causing the fabric of said dynamic

vent to melL

40

3. A safety air bag cushion according to daim 1 or

daim 2 wherein the fabric from which the air bag

cushion (12) is formed is made from glass, fiber-

glass, nylon 66, nylon 6. vinyl coated fiberglass,

4S or polyester.

4. A safety air bag cushion according to any preced-

ing claim wherein the fabric from which said dy-

namic vent is made Isformed bya one-over-three

50 weave (36, 36).

5. A safety air bag cushion according to any preced-

ing daim wherein said dynamic vent is made by

forming micropores (34) into the fabric from

55 which the safety air bag cushion Is made by the

use of a laser.

6. A safety air bag cushion according to any prsced-

5
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ing daim wherein the fabric from which sakJ air

bag cushion Is made has approximately 20

threads per cm (50 per Inch) and the fabric from

which the dynanr^c vent is made has approxi-

mately 1 6 threads percm (40 per Inch). s

10
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